We present optical photometry of SN 1993J in M81 over the period 1993 March 30 to 1994 March 28, exactly one year after its discovery, recalibrating early data we had published in a previous paper and describing new data which cover the latter six months. At late times, the supernova's luminosity declined exponentially in BV RI, at a rate much faster than that of most Type II SNe. The rate of decline was smallest in R, probably due to the growth of strong O I] and H emission lines. Measured 300 days into its evolution, SN 1993J was less luminous than other Type II SNe.
Introduction
Supernova (SN) 1993J in M81 was discovered on 1993 March 28 UT by Francisco Garc ia. We initiated a program of follow-up photometry at Leuschner Observatory starting two days later. Results from our rst season, covering days 3 to 120 after discovery, were published in Richmond et al. (1994; henceforth R94) . We continued monitoring the SN whenever possible for the next eight months, and report here our analysis of images taken between 1993 September 26 and 1994 March 28 UT. In addition, we provide an improved set of early measurements from Leuschner Observatory, due to a recalibration of color-transformation equations; these recalibrated data replace those we listed in R94. This paper therefore covers the optical evolution of SN 1993J during the rst 365 days after its discovery.
We describe our observations and data reduction in Section 2, then present the new and recalibrated light curves in Section 3. Section 4 contains a comparison of the late-time properties of SN 1993J to those of other SNe. We summarize our results in Section 5.
Observations and Data Reduction
Our procedures follow very closely those described in R94; we urge readers to consult that paper for details. somewhat problematic, since the spectrum of SN 1993J was dominated by a few very strong emission lines during our late-time observations (e.g., Filippenko, Matheson, & Barth 1994) . We will return to this point in Section 3. Observations made at Leuschner after the reduction of data in R94 suggested to us that we could improve our color corrections by using V and I as basic passbands in the photometric solution, rather than R. Therefore, we derived new color transformation equations for bringing raw di erential photomety onto the standard system; we list these equations in the Appendix. For consistency's sake, we have re-reduced all the Leuschner Observatory data with the new color terms, and present all photomety of SN 1993J taken at Leuschner in this paper. These results should supplant those listed in R94.
The di erences between measurements reduced with the old and new color terms are usually small. We compared the newly-reduced measurements with those listed in R94 close to the secondary maximum, over the period 9090 < J D < 9105 (where J D X = Julian Date 2; 440; 000 + X). The new U-, B-and V -band measurements are roughly 0:07 mag fainter than the old ones, bringing the Leuschner B and V light curves into better agreement with those from Kitt Peak and La Palma. The R-band data has a di erent correction for each of the Leuschner telescopes: the new Leuschner 50-cm data are systematically 0:06 mag fainter, and the new Leuschner 76-cm data 0:13 mag fainter, than the old ones. The new I-band magnitudes di er from the old by 0:02 mag in the mean.
We originally used star B (see R94) as the primary comparison for all magnitudes. However, after we increased exposure times on the 50-cm telescope on 1994 January 8 (= J D 9361), we noted that star B was saturated in the R and I images on nights of good seeing. Therefore, we switched to the fainter star C as a comparison for 50-cm V -, R-and I-band data after that date, using the magnitudes listed by Lewis et al. (1994) : V = 14:49 0:02, R = 14:10 0:04, I = 13:79 0:05. These are consistent with, but more precise than, the values listed in R94. We continued to use star B as the comparison in the B-band for 50-cm data. We mark the point at which we switched comparison stars in Figures 1 and 2 with a vertical bar, anked by \B" to the left (when star B was the comparison) and \C" to the right (when star C was the comparison). We detect no signi cant discontinuity in the light curves at this point. Note that since the 76-cm telescope has no guider, we could not increase exposure times to compensate for the fading of SN 1993J; therefore, we continued to use star B as the comparison for all 76-cm observations. We have no measurements of the uncertainty in each individual datum. As we argue in Section 3, it is probably impossible to make an accurate transformation to the standard magnitude scale; Figure 2 shows clearly that there are systematic errors in our attempts to do so. The sole simple gure of merit is the accuracy of the instrumental magnitudes. A measure of the internal precision of our data comes from the linear ts we make to our light curves in Section 3: we nd that the scatter of the data around a straight line ranges from 0:04 to 0:08 magnitudes.
Optical Light Curves
In Figure 1 we present our complete UBV RI light curves for SN 1993J, combining recalibrated data from R94 with that reported in this paper. The large gap between J D 9190 and J D 9250 represents the period when M81 was inaccessible during the night. The smaller gaps between the next few points are due to a stretch of awful weather in 1993 September and 1993 October. We show the late-time measurements alone in Figure 2 . The vertical bar at J D 9360 denotes the time at which we switched comparison stars for the 50-cm V -band, R-band, and I-band light curves.
We list all Leuschner photometry in Tables 1 and 2 .
We feel obliged to warn the reader that it is not possible to transform accurately broad-band instrumental magnitudes of an object dominated by emission lines onto the standard scale. During the second half of the period covered by this paper, days 185 to 365 after discovery, SN 1993J was clearly in the \nebular phase" of evolution. Several studies Finn et al. 1995; Barbon et al. 1995) 4571 . There is also a broad H feature underlying the O I] line which grows relatively stronger with time. Small di erences between the instrumental responses of any two telescope/ lter/detector systems can lead to signi cant di erences in the instrumental magnitudes of the same emission-line object, if a strong feature should fall at the edge of the two slightly di erent passbands (see Hamuy et al. 1990 ). In addition, these spectra are very, very di erent from those of typical stars, which may be approximated well in the optical by a smooth continuum and weak absorption lines. Therefore, the methods one uses to transform instrumental magnitudes onto the standard system, which are based on observations of typical stars, cannot be correct when applied to SNe in the nebular phase. Figure 2 shows clearly that the measurements from the 50-cm and 76-cm Leuschner telescopes are o set from each other by 0:30 mag in R and 0:13 mag in I.
{ 4 { Nonetheless, we have used the equations listed in the Appendix to transform instrumental magnitudes into \standard" BV RI, for convenience in comparing the early and late photometry.
We forego computing the (B ? V ) and other colors, however, since many uses of broadband color indices are predicated on the thermal nature of their source. Trying to calculate a \temperature" from the observed colors, for example, would be a futile exercise: the SN at this stage is optically thin, and its radiation in the optical di ers greatly from that of a blackbody.
As explained in Section 2, we re-calibrated all data collected at Leuschner Observatory, which causes small changes to the secondary peak of the light curves. We t the light curves formed by adding the recalibrated Leuschner data to the unmodi ed data from Kitt Peak and La Palma, over the period J D 9085 ? 9105, with polynomials of increasing order. We nd that the ts yield identical solutions after reaching functions of the fourth and fth order. These ts yield times of peak, and peak magnitudes; by perturbing the polynomial coe cients until the overall chi-squared value changes by unity, we derive uncertainties in the tted parameters. We nd that all but one of the peak magnitudes listed in Table 12 of R94 are still accurate to within the stated uncertainties; the new R?band measurement lies just outside the one-sigma errorbars on the old one. We list our newly-derived times of maxima and peak magnitudes in Table 3 . Note that the quoted uncertainties are the formal values derived from the polynomial ts, and do not include contributions from possible systematic errors in the photometric system.
As Figure 2 shows, the late-time light curves are remarkably linear in a graph of magnitude versus time. In each passband, the few points around J D 9260 fall slightly above the line extrapolated backwards from the later data. It seems likely, therefore, that the light curve may not have reached a strictly linear decline until some time in 1993 October, around 200 days after discovery.
The B-band light curve stops dropping after J D 9410, but we suspect that this is a spurious feature. The 50-cm telescope was reaching its detection limits in these last observations of SN 1993J, which began to merge with the background light of M81. It is our experience that when an object falls to the detection limit, aperture photometry usually yields an incorrectly bright measurement. In our analysis of SN 1993J, we centered our aperture on the highest apparent signal near the position of the SN, rather than on a position xed relative to other eld stars; thus, we must have been biased towards including local peaks in the statistical noise. Barbon et al. (1995) , who used a larger telescope and more sophisticated methods of measurement, list consistently fainter B magnitudes from J D 9368 onwards, and the di erence grows larger after J D 9410. We therefore place a \:" in Tables 1 and 2 to denote these measurements as uncertain.
The di erences between our measurements and those of Barbon et al. in V RI are small enough that one may ascribe them to di erences in transformations to the standard system.
The V , R, and I data all show a remarkably linear decline in magnitudes per day, corresponding to an exponential decrease in ux with time. We list the slope of each curve, in units of magnitudes per 100 days, over the period J D 9300-9440 (days 225-365 after discovery) { 5 { in Table 4 . The slopes we determine are slightly less steep than those tabulated by Barbon et al. (1995) because they include somewhat earlier data in their calculations.
As Figure 1 shows, SN 1993J faded very quickly after reaching the \knee" in its B or V light curve, falling with 2:0 in V RI from days 43 to 120 after discovery. At later times, however, the decline slowed to = 1:2 ? 1:4. The isotope 56 Co is thought to produce the main energy input into the SN during this time period. With a half-life of 77.3 days, 56 Co would yield a decline of = 0:98. At no time after the secondary maximum do we observe SN 1993J to fade this slowly. We followed the practice of R94 by summing the optical uxes and correcting for several possible amounts of extinction. 2 However, since we increased the exposure times substantially near the end of our observations, we were generally unable to acquire images in all four passbands (BV RI) on a single night. Therefore, we merged together data from two consecutive nights to form the last ve tabulated BV RI sums. Converting this summed ux into pseudo-magnitude units yields an overall optical decline rate closest to that of the R-band. The R-band contributes roughly 40% of the BV RI ux at late times, no doubt due to the very strong O I] and H emission lines. Table 7 contains the summed optical uxes for SN 1993J at late times (and Tables  5 and 6 the re-calibrated uxes at earlier times). We list the observed uxes together with those which have been corrected for two values of extinction. Figure 3 displays the observed optical ux on a logarithmic scale.
Discussion
Comparing the decline rates of SN 1993J with those of other SNe in the interval 200 ? 400 days after explosion, We nd in Table 8 that it is far from a \normal" Type II. In fact, the Type II-L SN 1990K (Cappellaro et al. 1994 ) is the only other Type II, to our knowledge, which declined as rapidly as SN 1993J. On the other hand, Turatto et al. (1990) list decline rates of 1:5 in B and V for a set of 5 Type I SNe; the single Type Ib event in their sample with data in V had = 1:1. Barbon et al. (1995) indicate that the Type Ib SN 1990I had a much larger rate of decline. Recent near-UV photometry of the Type Ia SN 1992A by Ruiz-Lapuente et al. (1995) shows decline rates of = 1:3 ? 1:4 mag per day between 77 and 291 days after maximum light.
Overall, SN 1993J appears as an intermediate between Types I and II; we agree with Barbon et al. that its late-time light curves compare most favorably with those of Type Ia. As Barbon et al. state, it is likely that the steep decline of SN 1993J is due to the relatively small mass of its 2 We discovered an error in the program we used to calculate the summed optical uxes in R94; speci cally, we overestimated the extinction corrections for the E(B ? V ) = 0:32 case in Tables 14 and 15 , and in Figure 11 . One can make the Tables and Figure correct by replacing the label E(B ?V ) = 0:32 with E(B ?V ) = 0:40. This problem was corrected before we calculated uxes for this paper. We choose E(B ? V ) = 0:40 as our representative of the large-extinction case in this paper (see Tables 5, 6 , and 7) so that the reader may directly combine La Palma and Kitt Peak data from Table 14 (Schmidt et al. 1993 ) and the uncertain extinction (Prabhu et al. 1995 ). As Table 9 shows, the use of EPM distances implies that SN 1993J was much less luminous than other Type II SNe at an age of 300 days.
Conclusions
We present BV RI photometry of SN 1993J from days 185 to 365 after discovery, extending our earlier coverage of its evolution. We also give recalibrated results from the rst six months after explosion. The optical light curves show a linear decline after day 200, fading at 1:2 ?1:4 mag per 100 days. This is much quicker than the great majority of Type II SNe, and closer to the steep declines of Type I events. We ascribe the steep decline of SN 1993J to a small ejecta blanket. On its exponential tail, 300 days after explosion, there is evidence that SN 1993J may have been less luminous than most Type II SNe.
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A. Appendix: Photometric Solutions for Leuschner
The following solutions are identical to those in Richmond et al. (1996) , but include an additional set of equations for the 76-cm telescope based on (r ? i) color. We present all the solutions for clarity.
For the Leuschner 50-cm telescope, we observed the M67 \dipper" asterism (see Schild 1983 April 1, 1993 April 6, 1994 January 7, 1994 October 8 and 1994 October 29, to determine the rst-order color terms which transform instrumental magnitudes to the standard Johnson-Cousins system. The terms C V ; C BV ; etc., are the di erences between the zero-points of the instrumental and standard magnitudes, which vary from night to night. Since we always measured the brightness of SN 1993J relative to that of some other star in the same image, these terms were not involved in the photometric solutions, and were set to zero in our calculations.
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